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Abstract
Nearly 50% of the human genome is composed of fossils from the remains of past

transposable element duplication. Mobilization continues in the genomes of extant humans

but is now restricted to retrotransposons, a class of mobile elements that move via a copy and

paste mechanism. Currently active retrotransposable elements include Long INterspersed

Elements (LINEs), Short INterspersed Elements (SINEs) and SVA (SINE/VNTR/Alu)

elements. Retrotransposons are responsible for creating genetic variation and on occasion,

disease-causing mutations, within the human genome. Approximately 0.27% of all human

disease mutations are attributable to retrotransposable elements. Different mechanisms of

genome alteration created by retrotransposable elements include insertional mutagenesis,

recombination, retrotransposition-mediated and gene conversion-mediated deletion, and 3�
transduction. Although researchers in the field of human genetics have discovered many

mutational mechanisms for retrotransposable elements, their contribution to genetic varia-

tion within humans is still being resolved.

Copyright © 2006 S. Karger AG, Basel

Transposable Elements in the Human Genome

Almost the entire human genome is ubiquitously littered with the skeletons

of mobile elements, which all told, account for a staggering 45% of the sequence

content [1]. Mobile elements successfully accumulated in genomes during

eukaryotic evolution and are grouped into one of two different classes: DNA

transposons or retrotransposons.

DNA transposons constitute 3% of the human genome [1] and although

they are represented by inactive fossils in humans, DNA transposons remain
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active in the genomes of plants, flies and bacteria [2–4]. Retrotransposons, on

the other hand, are currently actively mobilizing within the human genome and

comprise approximately 40% of the DNA sequence [1]. Due to the current

propagation of retrotransposons in humans, they will be the focus of this

review.

Retrotransposons, by definition, mobilize via an RNA intermediate that is

subsequently reverse transcribed into a cDNA copy using a mechanism termed

Target Primed Reverse Transcription (TPRT) [5]. This copy and paste mechanism

of mobilization results in the spread of retrotransposons to new genomic loca-

tions. Retrotransposable elements are categorized based on their ability to mobi-

lize. Long INterspersed Elements (LINEs) are autonomous retrotransposons that

encode the enzymatic machinery required for their propagation [6]. Short

INterspersed Elements (SINEs), such as Alu, and SVA (SINE/VNTR/Alu) ele-

ments, are non-autonomous and thus require the enzymatic machinery of LINE

elements for retrotransposition [7, 8].

Over the last quarter century, many ideas concerning the function of

mobile elements have been put forth. Orgel and Crick were proponents of the

idea that mobile elements served no function and resided as parasitic entities

within the genome, without contributing to the evolutionary well-being of the

organism [9]. Others have hypothesized that mobile elements function as ori-

gins of replication [10], chromosomal band-aids [11] and mediators of transla-

tional activation [12].

Despite disagreement over the function of mobile elements, they constitute

an interesting source of human genomic variation and occasionally, disease.

Here we present an overview of the contribution of mobile elements, in particu-

lar, retrotransposable elements, to genetic disease in Homo sapiens.

Autonomous Retrotransposons and Disease

Long INterspersed Elements
Computational analyses of the human genome have shown that L1 ele-

ments have reached a copy number in excess of 500,000 and comprise some

17% of the genomic sequence [1]. Numerous studies indicate that some sub-

classes of L1 element are still actively expanding by retrotransposition in extant

human genomes [6]. Retrotranspositionally active L1 elements are approxi-

mately 6 kb in length, as shown in figure 1a. Evidence suggests that L1 elements

have orchestrated large-scale alterations in the genomic architecture of human

beings, as they are the major source of reverse transcriptase, upon which other

retrotransposable elements and processed pseudogenes have amplified [6]. As a

result, L1 elements are both directly and indirectly responsible for the vast
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majority of retrotransposable element-derived variation and disease within the

human genome. The propagation of L1 has resulted in disease-causing de novo

insertions within genes, many of which disrupt exons or alter RNA splicing in

the mutant alleles. In addition, the 500,000 L1 elements in the human genome

provide long regions of sequence identity that represent numerous sites for

unequal homologous recombination and mutation. Despite their vast numbers

and retrotransposition activity, L1 elements are directly responsible for less

than 20% of all retrotransposable element-related human diseases, even though

experimental evidence suggests that L1s demonstrate a cis preference for their

own replication machinery (see review [6]). The paucity of disease-causing L1

insertions may stem from L1 AT-rich insertion preference, essentially sidestep-

ping the sensitive coding regions of the genome, or perhaps new L1 insertions

are subject to appreciable amounts of negative selection because of their size.

Additionally, distant L1 spacing may mean that recombination between L1
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Fig. 1. Active retrotransposons within the human genome. a Long INterspersed

Element L1. L1s are approximately 6 kb long and possess a 5� UTR, within which resides an

RNA polymerase II promoter. Full-length elements encode two open reading frames that

produce a reverse transcriptase and endonuclease, as well as an RNA binding protein. Each

L1 element has a 3� UTR, an oligo-dA tail and is flanked by direct repeat sequences (DR).

b Short INterspersed Element Alu. Alu SINEs are approximately 300 bp long and comprise

two arms separated by a middle A-rich tract. They possess an RNA polymerase III (POL III)

promoter (A and B box), in addition to a variable length oligo-dA rich tail. Alu elements are

flanked by short direct repeats (DR). c SVA. Full-length SVA elements are approximately

1.5 kb long, and are composed of several repeat elements: a CCCTCTn hexamer repeat, an

anti-sense Alu, a variable number of tandem repeats, and a SINE-R element. SVA elements

possess an oligo dA-rich tail and are flanked by short direct repeats (DR).* Not drawn to

scale.
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elements would induce fatal genetic damage and be eliminated. Due to the

paucity of disease-causing L1 recombination events, we will not cover this par-

ticular mechanism here. Instead, we will focus on what is currently known con-

cerning L1 retrotransposition, retrotransposition-mediated genomic deletion

and 3� transduction and their contribution to human diseases.

L1 Retrotransposition
Newly inserted L1 elements have induced disease in sixteen separate doc-

umented cases and the vast majority of these elements belong to one of the

youngest L1 subfamilies, termed Ta. The L1 Ta subfamily is approximately 2

million years old and shows a high level of polymorphism (insertion pres-

ence/absence) in diverse human populations [13].

In 2001, a comprehensive study of newly inserted L1 elements and related

diseases was published [6]. The data gathered in this study indicated that nine out

of the thirteen disease-causing L1 insertions discovered until that time disrupted

sex-linked genes, namely Factor VIII, dystrophin or CYBB [6]. This observation

suggests that some genes are hotspots for mobile element integration, or that the

ensuing genic damage was easily detected due to their genomic position on the X

chromosome, i.e. through ascertainment bias. Since the review in 2001 [6], three

new cases of L1 induced X-linked genetic disease have been discovered. The first

case describes an L1 insertion into the RPS6KA3 gene causing Coffin-Lowry

syndrome [14]. Second, a disruption of intronic splicing through an L1 insertion

into the CHM gene causing choroideremia [15], and finally, a case of hemophilia

B induced by L1 disruption of the Factor IX gene [16].

L1 disease-causing insertions have been mapped to both the exons and

introns of genes. Most exonic L1 integrations are presumably lethal due to the

introduction of premature stop codons and are likely eliminated from the popu-

lation. However, nine instances of exonic integration have resulted in phenotyp-

ically tolerable diseases in humans. Intronic L1 insertions may also be lethal,

but some studies have documented the existence of tolerable intronic insertions

[6]. L1 elements have recently been shown to reduce mRNA transcript levels

due to their presence within introns [17]. This phenomenon is related to the

inefficiency of RNA polymerase II to transcribe through L1 elements [17].

Researchers suggest that L1 elements may act as ‘molecular rheostats’ by

directly altering gene expression in this way [17]. Another study also recently

demonstrated that RNA polymerase II transcription of L1 elements is adversely

affected due to multiple termination and polyadenylation signals along the

length of the L1 element [18]. It was proposed that premature RNA polymerase

II termination could be a way that L1 elements limit their damage to host

genomes [18]. At the same time, it would also mean that the stalling of poly-

merase molecules along L1 sequence would increase the negative impact of L1
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insertions into genes [18]. Intergenic insertions of L1 may also alter gene

expression throughout the human genome. L1 elements possess one RNA poly-

merase II promoter on their sense strand and another on their anti-sense strand

that have been implicated in the enhancement of some genes (Factor IX and

apolipoprotein A genes) and in the formation of chimeric mRNA transcripts

[6]. Given the high insertion polymorphism levels of young L1 elements within

the human genome, intronic and intergenic insertions could profoundly influ-

ence gene expression on both the individual and population level.

L1 Retrotransposition-Mediated Deletion
L1 retrotransposition-mediated deletion was first reported in 2002, where

L1 integrations within cultured human cells resulted in target site deletions

spanning from 1 bp to 70,000 bp at a rate of about 10% [19–21]. These studies

hinted at the vast impact that L1 retrotransposition-mediated deletion may have

had on primate genomes. If 10% of the L1 retrotranspositions induced deletions,

then over 5,000 L1 retrotranspositions would be responsible for eliminating

megabases of primate genomic DNA.

Retrotransposition events that resulted in deleted target site DNA were

found to possess atypical characteristics, including a lack of target site duplica-

tions (TSDs), non-canonical L1 EN (endonuclease) nick sites and sometimes

the absence of an oligo-dA rich tail (see [11, 20, 21]). Researchers proposed

two models, based on evidence from in vitro retrotransposition studies, to help

explain the mechanism for the insertion-deletion events. The first model pro-

posed that L1 EN nicking variation on the top strand could account for TSD-

less L1 element structure, in addition to genomic deletion at the site of insertion

[11, 20, 21]. The second mechanism suggested that L1 reverse transcriptase

could initiate TPRT from existing breaks in the genome, not depending on L1

EN for the initial nick [11]. Recently, a third model was formulated to explain

the mechanism of retrotransposition-mediated deletion, named promiscuous

TPRT (pTPRT) [22]. This model states that a retrotransposable element RNA

transcript may hybridize to a region of genomic DNA downstream of a genomic

break in order to initiate TPRT. The displaced single stranded DNA is removed

through enzymatic degradation or by mechanical force, in order to create the

target site deletion.

A recent survey of L1 disease-causing insertions reported two instances of

retrotransposition-mediated deletion in humans: a 1-bp deletion in the DMD
gene and another 6-bp deletion in the FCMD gene that resulted in Duchenne

muscular dystrophy and Fukuyama-type congenital muscular dystrophy,

respectively [23, 24]. In both cases, the disease phenotype resulted from the L1

element insertion, rather than through deletion of genomic sequence at the tar-

get site. These two cases are among only six other published in vivo examples
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of L1 retrotransposition-mediated deletion in the human genome to date [25,

26]. Further research is underway at this time to determine the frequency of L1

retrotransposition-mediated deletion in the native human genome and its result-

ant impact on genomic instability and evolution.

L1-Mediated 3� Transduction
A decade ago, a mechanism was detected by which L1 alters the primate

genome. It was termed 3� transduction [27]. The discovery of 3� transduction

coincided with the insertion of L1 into the dystrophin gene, manifesting muscular

dystrophy in a single human individual [27]. Since then, cell based studies have

documented the ability of L1 elements to shuffle genomic DNA, including exons,

using this mechanism (see [28]). During 3� transduction, a read-through transcript

of the L1 element transcribes flanking genomic material downstream by virtue of

a weak L1 termination and polyadenylation signal. Transduction of adjacent

genomic DNA by L1 elements may result in the creation of new exons and in the

alteration of gene expression through promoter and enhancer shuffling.

Computational analyses have indicated that L1-mediated transduction of genomic

material may occur at a rate of one in every five L1 retrotransposition events and

that approximately 1% of the human haploid genome may have arisen by this

mechanism [29]. In some instances, due to the severe truncation of L1 elements

upon reverse transcription, it is possible that the transduced sequence will not

reside adjacent to its L1 element thereby artificially reducing estimates of the

impact that 3� transduction has had on the architecture of the human genome.

Non-Autonomous Retrotransposons and Disease

Alu Elements
The Alu family represents an enormously successful lineage of retrotrans-

posons, whose origin and amplification coincided with the radiation of primates

some 65 million years ago [5]. Alu elements are non-autonomous retrotransposons

that mobilize in a copy and paste fashion. They are approximately 300 bp long

and comprise two nearly identical arms separated by a middle A-rich tract, in

addition to a 3� oligo dA-rich tail (fig. 1b). Recent data suggest that only a frac-

tion of Alu elements, termed source genes, are retrotranspositionally competent

and responsible for producing over one million Alu copies within the primate

order [5]. Although the exact characteristics of a source gene are unclear, Alu
element age, RNA polymerase III promoter integrity and the length and homo-

geneity of the oligo-dA rich tail are considered major factors influencing retro-

transposition potential [5]. Alu elements have continued to mobilize throughout

the evolution of primates, as evidenced by human lineage-specific elements.
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These elements are absent from orthologous loci in non-human primates and

exhibit high levels of polymorphism with respect to their insertion presence and

absence in different human individuals. Recent estimates of Alu insertion num-

bers in the human lineage (�7000–9000) suggest that Alu elements are amplify-

ing at a rate of one new insert approximately every 15–20 births (see [30] for

theory). Thus, it is not surprising that recent Alu retrotransposition events have

given rise to a number of human diseases.

Alu elements are known to create genetic instability and disease in a number

of different ways. We will deal with each mechanism in turn and assess the preva-

lence, importance and resultant impact on the integrity of the human genome.

Alu Retrotransposition
From a review of current literature, 25 newly integrated Alu elements have

been determined to induce disease states in human beings. Approximately eleven

of the Alu elements integrated within introns and either caused partial intron

retention within the mature mRNA through Alu exonization, or exon skipping

[6, 31–36]. A study by Lev-Maor et al. described the process of Alu exonization

in a 2003 study, where the retention of anti-sense Alu elements within the mature

mRNA transcript was attributed to the introduction of new splice sites from the

Alu sequence [32]. One recent study has proposed that exonized Alu elements

are almost exclusively alternatively spliced, and that ‘Aluternative’ splicing is

accountable for producing variable exonic transcripts in over 5% of genes [37].

The retention of Alu elements within mRNA transcripts could contribute to sub-

tle differences in gene expression between individuals and populations.

Alu repeats are rarely found within the coding regions of genes, as this may

disrupt the gene’s function. However, twelve exon insertion events have been

described in the literature (see review [6]). Since the publication of that review

in 2001, two other studies have reported Alu integration into exons as the cause

of genetic disease. In the first case, a young AluYa5 element inserted into codon

650 of the renal chloride channel gene, CLCN5, resulting in Dent’s disease, a

cause of renal failure [38]. The second study reports a case of hemophilia A as

a direct result of Alu integration into exon 14 of the Factor VIII gene [39]. The

total number of Alu retrotransposition insertions (both intronic and exonic)

contributing to disease phenotypes within the human lineage equals 25. The

total number of mutations in the Human Gene Mutation Database (http://

archive.uwcm.ac.uk/uwcm/mg/hgmd0.html) currently exceeds 44,000, as of

January 2005. Therefore, Alu element insertional disruption accounts for 0.05%

of all human mutations. However, only non-lethal mutations that cause observ-

able phenotypes will be captured by this statistic. Alu insertions that are lethal

and those that cause only mild phenotypes will be missed and thereby underes-

timate the true number of detrimental Alu insertions.
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Alu-Alu Recombination
Alu-Alu unequal homologous recombination usually involves crossover

between evolutionarily older elements within the genome (see [40]). Alu elements

appear to possess particular characteristics that make them prone to recombina-

tion. These are: (1) the relatively close proximity of Alu elements within the

genome, making most recombination events tolerable. (2) The sequence identity

of Alu elements (greater than 75%, on average), which promotes efficient base

pairing during crossover. (3) The vast number of Alu elements that create numer-

ous identical DNA stretches, increasing the probability for recombination. (4) A

chi-like motif within the Alu sequence that may stimulate recombination. Since

1999, approximately 25 new Alu-Alu recombination events have been linked to

human disease. This makes the updated contribution of Alu-Alu recombination

(both germline and somatic) to human genetic disease 0.17% (74/44,000).

Alu elements have also been linked to the presence of gene-rich segmental

duplications within the human genome [41]. Given that 5–6% of the human

genome sequence was created through segmental duplication events, Alu-Alu
recombination may have contributed significantly to altered gene expression

and species evolution [41]. In addition, mobile element recombination may

occur in regions devoid of genes and still impact gene expression [42]. The fact

that gene expression can be altered by the recombination of non-coding DNA is

especially interesting since it is estimated that over 40 polymorphic Alu-Alu
recombination events exist within humans (unpublished data). Alu-Alu recom-

bination may therefore play a significant role in determining individual- and

population-specific disease susceptibility.

Novel Mechanisms of Alu-Mediated Genomic Instability

Two novel mechanisms of Alu-associated genomic instability have recently

been reported, Alu retrotransposition-mediated deletion [22] and gene conversion-

mediated deletion [43]. Both mechanisms involve the retrotransposition of a new

Alu element coupled to the deletion of genomic material at the target integration

site. Alu retrotransposition-mediated deletion involves the integration of an Alu
cDNA transcript at a new site in the genome, similar to the retrotransposition-

mediated deletion mechanism of L1. Gene conversion-mediated deletion involves

the non-reciprocal conversion of an older Alu element into a younger Alu element.

Due to the retrotransposition activity of Alu elements within humans over the last

five million years, numerous chances have arisen for both types of deletion-

inducing events.

A recent study of retrotransposition-mediated deletion determined that

approximately 9,000 bases of human DNA have been deleted through this
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process [22]. In one instance, a 1002-bp deletion caused the functional loss of a

retroviral transforming gene, c-rel, within the human lineage [22]. Research

indicates that c-rel may have important roles in regulating cell proliferation and

differentiation [44]. If the entire primate order is taken into account, approximately

one megabase of DNA may have been deleted through Alu retrotransposition-

mediated deletion since Alu elements evolved 65 million years ago.

Gene conversion-mediated deletion events have yet to be studied in such

detail, although preliminary data suggest this mechanism could be as prevalent,

if not more, than retrotransposition-mediated deletion (unpublished). The first

published example of exonic disruption mediated by gene-conversion deletion

occurred in the CMAH gene in humans [45]. The deletion event encompassed a

92-bp exon encoding CMP-N-acetylneuraminic acid hydroxylase. The partial

deletion of CMAH induced a biochemical difference in a sialic acid cell surface

receptor between humans and non-human primates. Only two other examples of

gene conversion-mediated deletion have been reported to date, and arise from

the young AluYg6 and Yb8 subfamilies [43, 46]. Given the fact that Alu ele-

ments tend to reside in gene rich regions, gene conversion-mediated deletion by

young Alu family members may be responsible for the deletion of other exonic

or regulatory regions within the human genome.

SVA Elements

The SVA element is the least well-documented retrotransposon residing

within the human genome. First reported in 1994, SVA elements are a compos-

ite retrotransposon consisting of a SINE-R element, a variable number of tan-

dem repeats (VNTR) section and an Alu component, all contained within direct

repeats (fig. 1c) (see [8]). A recent computational study of SVA elements indi-

cated that there are approximately 1,750–3,500 SVA elements in the human

haploid genome, substantially fewer than other retrotransposons such as Alu
and L1. Low nucleotide sequence divergences within the SVA family suggest

that their small number may be the result of their recent proliferation and origin,

rather than low retrotranspositional activity. SVA retrotransposition has been

verified from studies documenting their involvement in the induction of disease

states. Previous research has revealed the presence of an SVA-mediated trans-

duction within the �-spectrin gene (SPTA1) [8]. Two other cases of disease-

causing SVA insertions have also been reported. The first describes an SVA

insertion into an intron of the BTK gene, resulting in immunodeficiency X-

linked agammaglobulinemia (XLA) [8]. The second case was reported as a

cause for Fukuyama-type congenital muscular dystrophy, following disruption

of the fukutin gene (see review [8]).
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Collectively, L1, Alu and SVA retrotransposable elements are responsible

for 0.27% (118/44,000) of all human mutations discovered to date. They intro-

duce genetic variation, and disease, on occasion, to human beings via an array

of interesting mechanisms. Although researchers in the field of human genetics

have explored the major mutational mechanisms of retrotransposable elements,

their overall contribution to genomic diversity remains to be quantified.
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